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Abstract—The prevalence of social media has made informa-
tion sharing possible across the globe. The downside, unfortu-
nately, is the wide spread of misinformation. Methods applied
in most previous rumor classifiers give an equal weight, or
attention, to words in the microblog, and do not take the
context beyond microblog contents into account; therefore, the
accuracy becomes plateaued. In this research, we propose an
ensemble neural architecture to detect rumor on Twitter. The
architecture incorporates word attention and context from the
author to enhance the classification performance. In particular,
the word-level attention mechanism enables the architecture to
put more emphasis on important words when constructing the
text representation. To derive further context, microblog posts
composed by individual authors are exploited since they can
reflect style and characteristics in spreading information, which
are significant cues to help classify whether the shared content
is rumor or legitimate news. The experiment on the real-world
Twitter dataset collected from two well-known rumor tracking
websites demonstrates promising results.
Index Terms—Rumor Detection, Context, Attention, Deep
Neural Network, Social Network
I. INTRODUCTION
It is indisputable that social media has significant influences
on people’s lives these days. Information sharing can be done
in an easier and more rapid manner thanks to efficient tools
and platforms available such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram,
etc. However, posting information freely without proper su-
pervision has brought about issues such as widespread rumors
and fake news. Negative consequences that follow include
social panic, chaos, and beyond. For instance, the rumor about
two explosions in the White House sent out by a hacked
Twitter account of a major newspaper in 2013 resulted in panic
and stock market crash [1]. Later, in 2017, another rumor
circulated that the DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals) program was terminated, which caused great fear
among immigrants residing in the United States and sparked
several protests nationwide [2].
Due to limitations of human labor and resources, manual
rumor detection can cause unacceptable delay. In particular,
the fact-checking process first requires reliable evidences gath-
ered, then the matter is thoroughly verified by analysts before
coming to the final conclusion. Such delay allows the rumor to
spread like wildfire, especially the false ones [3]. Automatic
rumor detection method can mitigate the chaos that results
from false rumors by immediately notifying the public that the
rumor is false, as opposed to waiting hours or days for human
analysts to debunk the rumor manually. If a rumor detector
can have an accuracy high enough to gain the public trusts,
then false rumors would not have enough time to propagate
and trigger negative consequences.
Many existing rumor detection techniques focus more on the
post content [4]–[7]. However, the content alone may not be
sufficient to judge for veracity: the contextual information such
as user, time, and propagation is also important. For the user
or author context, if the author is working under well-known
media conglomerates such as CNN, BBC, or The New York
Times, typically his/her generated content is verified before
posted, and thus less likely to contain rumors. Note that, we
use the terms ‘author’ and ‘user’ interchangeably throughout
this paper. In contrast, a piece of content from anonymous
online sources are more likely to be a deliberate hoax. Context
provides evidence to the readers to help them decide for
themselves whether or not they should believe in the content
they are consuming. Previous methods that incorporate context
to detect rumor are done by way of feature engineering. This
approach relies on intensive labor which has been shown to
be practically inefficient [8]–[14].
With primary focus on the rumor detection domain, our
contribution include (i) a new neural architecture to detect
rumors on Twitter, (ii) incorporation of word attention, and (iii)
incorporation of author context. We ensemble Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
to enhance the representation learning. Different from previous
works, our architecture does not require extensive manually
handcrafted features. Moreover, the architecture particularly
exploits word relevance and author context. To illustrate,
the same word appearing in one tweet may not be relevant
to the overall tweet content, compared to its appearance in
others. Likewise, not all words in a tweet contribute equally–
different words in the tweet have more or less relevance
toward the whole tweet content [5], [15]–[17]. With this fact,
our model attends to important words to learn effective text
representation. Regarding the context from authors, we use
their utterances to provide more context about their style
and characteristics. We hypothesize that, authors who actively
spread, or worse, magnify rumors should have a different rep-
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resentation pattern compared to non-rumor-spreading authors
due to their word choice and content presentation. We evaluate
the architecture’s performance against several strong baselines.
Our model shows that it outperforms a range of competitive
baselines with an 82% accuracy. The real-world Twitter dataset
is used in our experiment.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II is a
review of literature relating to rumor detection methods and
user embeddings. Section III describes the approach applied in
this study. In Section IV we discuss the dataset used for the
performance study, followed by implementation details. We
discuss and analyze the obtained results in Section V. Finally,
we conclude this paper and discuss potential future work in
Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Rumor Detection
Rumor is defined as a statement whose truth value is
unverifiable or deliberately false [18]. The topic of rumor
detection has gained much interest over the years since it helps
prevent problems arising after the rumor has emerged. Several
works propose methods to detect rumors, especially on the
social network platform, all of which can be categorized into
two groups based on how they approach the problem.
1) Network propagation-based method: This method
frames rumor detection as a network problem where cred-
ibility values are determined from the propagation pattern
among nodes. For example, [19] propose that the network
contains events, tweets, and users. The event credibility score
is computed through the PageRank-like propagation method
which updates the score via regularization on a graph of
events. Similarly, [20] define that a network contains events,
sub-events, and messages which hierarchically depend upon
each other. The credibility score of each entity propagates
through the network and is used to calculate the final outcome.
The authors formulate this propagation process as a graph
optimization problem. [21] propose that tree structures can
be used to model the propagation network. Their Propagation
Tree Kernel has shown that a diffusion pattern of microblogs
can be captured and different types of rumors possess similar
propagation tree structures.
2) Classification-based method: many classification-based
rumor detection techniques such as Support Vector Machines,
Decision Trees, Bayes networks, and Random Forest classi-
fiers have been applied to classify microblogs [8], [11], [13],
[22], [23]. However, they rely on handcrafted features obtained
from studying signals observable in data. Such features often-
times do not sufficiently learn traits that differentiate between
classes and do not flexibly suit new patterns introduced later
on. The feature engineering process also requires intensive
labor.
On the other hand, deep neural networks can overcome these
issues. Given a vast amount of training data, the networks
can adjust model parameters accordingly until features to
differentiate between different labels are learned. They can
also learn from unseen data by retraining the network with
the new data appended to the old training data. With these
advantages, deep neural networks have been introduced to
application in rumor detection [4], [5], [7], [24], as well as
in various others [6], [25]–[28]. For the method presented in
this paper, we applied two classes of deep artificial neural
networks called RNN and CNN, both of which are coupled
together in the architecture, having a synergistic increase in
performance.
B. Contextual Information from Users
A number of studies propose approaches to construct user
embeddings on social network platforms. For example, [29]
generate user embeddings in a way similar to paragraph2vec.
The authors employ historical tweets of each user to construct
the embeddings. Once the user embeddings are ready, the
input for the classification task is created by concatenating
each data point with the corresponding user embedding, then
pipelined into the classifier. Likewise, [30] use user-generated
texts to extend the paragraph vector representation. Highly
similar user preferences tend to be located in the near region,
thus the method adequately suits the purpose of microblog
recommendation.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Problem Definition
Each tweet (or microblog post) is short due to Twitter
restricted length (currently 280 characters allowed, 140 previ-
ously). Given such limited context, determining credibility of
each tweet is a challenging task even for humans. Therefore,
classification is performed at the event level, where tweets
posting about the event are compiled [4]–[6], [25]. Given
a set of events where each event contains a sequence of
time-stamped tweets, the goal is to identify whether an event
contains rumor or not by analyzing a sequence of tweets of
the event. The number of tweets per event varies based on the
event popularity. A single event can contain tens of thousands
of tweets, which not only can be computationally expensive,
but training such a long standing events via back propagation
is ineffective. We adopt a method proposed by [5] to split each
event into intervals of uniform number of tweets per interval.
In other words, for each event, all tweets will be assigned to
one of the intervals, one tweet at a time, in chronological order.
As a result, each interval will contain a similar quantity of
information. All tweets within each interval are concatenated
together into a single large unit of text.
Concretely, let e = [e1, e2, ..., ej , ..., en] be the events,
where n is the number of events, and each event contains
a sequence of intervals. Every event ej contains k intervals
denoted as iej = [iej1 , i
ej
2 , ..., i
ej
k ]. Each interval within an
event contains a chronological sequence of tweets, and the
words from each tweet get concatenated to the words of
the neighboring tweets in the interval to form an interval
word sequence; this can be denoted as iejk = [w1, w2, ..., wp]
where p is the number of words in the entire interval. This
paper selects a constant value for p. For each event ej , every
sequence of words iejk is padded or truncated until the number
of words is p. Further, let t = [t1, t2, ..., tn] be the binary
labels for the sequence of events e, where label 1 indicates
the event is a rumor and 0 otherwise. The task is to discover
the most probable tag sequence given the list of events e:
argmax p (t | e) (1)
where t ∈ T and T is the set of all possible tag sequences.
B. User Embeddings
In this study, we employ usr2vec1 to initialize a represen-
tation of each unique user [29]. In brief, the user2vec model
learns representations that encode characteristics (e.g. biases,
emotionally charged word usage, and doubtfulness) of users
based on their utterances into vectors. When the encoding is
complete, users with similar characteristics are more likely to
have high cosine similarity to each other. Hypothetically, the
learned embedding vectors should contain some signals that
indicate whether or not the rumor-spreading characteristics
are present. For each user, the corresponding embedding is
constructed by optimizing the conditional probability of texts
given the vector representation of the user. The texts here are
users’ compiled historical posts.
C. The Proposed Approach
First, the process of the input layer of our model will be de-
scribed. Given an event ej , each individual event is a sequence
of matrices with one matrix per interval. Each interval matrix
is comprised of two sub-matrices: the tweet content matrix,
and the user embedding matrix. The word sequence of an
interval iejk = [w1, w2, ..., wp] is used to generate the content
matrix, by substituting each word with its corresponding word
embedding. Instead of using pre-trained word embeddings, our
model learns the embedding matrix during training. Our model
generates its own vocabulary V which embodies all words
from all the events. Each word is stored in a shared look-up
table L, where L is defined as L ∈ R|V |×D. L was initialized
randomly and updated through training. Note that, each word
in the vector [w1, w2, ..., wo, ..., wp] is an index to look up the
word embedding in L.
After the corresponding rows of L are retrieved for each
word in the interval, The interval vector is encoded by reading
in input words within the interval with an approach inspired
by the hierarchical attention networks (HAN; [15]). We adapt
HAN model’s method of placing an attention weight to impor-
tant words in the interval, before we subsequently generate the
interval vector. Given that the corresponding word embedding
for each word in the interval is denoted by xwo , we use bi-
drectional LSTM (eq. (2)-(3)) to transform the embeddings
into a hidden representation hp=[
−→
hp,
←−
hp].
−→
hp = LSTM1(
−−−→
hp−1,xp) (2)
←−
hp = LSTM2(
←−−−
hp−1,xp) (3)
−→
hp and
←−
hp carry semantic information from beginning of
interval to current time step, and from current time step to
1https://github.com/samiroid/usr2vec
end of interval respectively. Hence, hp contains the context of
whole interval. Next, the importance of each word is computed
through the attention mechanism, as shown in eq. (4)-(5). A
vector up is trainable. The product uTp uw is what signals the
importance of each word.
up = tanh(Wahp + ba) (4)
αp =
exp(uTp uw)∑
p exp(u
T
p uw)
(5)
Ik =
∑
p
αphp (6)
The interval vector Ik is a weighted sum of word represen-
tations, where αp is a scalar value indicating importance of
each word (eq. (6)).
After the interval vector Ik is obtained, we prepare the inter-
val matrix. Suppose there are q tweets within a given interval.
Ik is repeated across the row axis until there are q duplicates,
transforming the Ik into Irep, where Irep ∈ R|q|×D. For each
tweet in the interval, we look up the author’s user embedding
from the user embedding matrix U ∈ R|N |×D, where N is the
total number of authors. After retrieving all user embeddings,
the resulting matrix which is q × D is concatenated to the
end of Irep. Note that, all the retrieved user embeddings are
trainable. The resulting matrix represents the interval input to
our model denoted as I (Eq. (7)). Figure 1 is the schematic
diagram illustrating how each interval matrix of an event can
be obtained.
I = ∀x ∈ {1, 2, ..., |q|} , Irepx ⊕Ux (7)
Fig. 1. From left to right: each word in the interval is embedded with word
embeddings, then a new representation (interval vector) with attention applied
is learned. The interval vector is repeated based on number of tweets in the
interval. Finally, embeddings of users who composed tweets in the particular
interval are concatenated to the duplicated interval vectors.
Now, we provide I for each interval in an event to a
convolutional layer to learn higher-level features. The interval
matrices form a cube E ∈ R|I|×q×2D to represent the entire
event which is an input to the convolutional layer. In this study,
the convolutional layer is composed of a set of 32 filters, where
each filter F ∈ R3×3×2D. Each filter slides across the event
cube to produce a feature map m ∈ R(|I|−2)×(max(0,q−2)).
The feature map is obtained from:
m = f(F ·E[i:i+2,j:j+2,1:2D] + b) (8)
where E[i:i+2,j:j+2,1:2D] denotes a 3×3×2D sub-cube of E,
b is a bias term, i and j are indices, and f is a nonlinear
activation function. Rectified Linear Unit is an activation
function [31]. Thereafter, we apply max-pooling operation to
extract the largest value from each feature map m (Eq. (9)).
fk = [max(m1)⊕max(m2)⊕ ...⊕max(mM)] (9)
c = [f1 ⊕ f2 ⊕ ...⊕ f32] (10)
For an event ej , we obtain the corresponding cej vector.
We feed this final representation to the fully connected neural
network layer to obtain the classification result (Eq. (11)).
y = sigmoid (wTc + b) (11)
We use sigmoid function in the dense layer, and y denotes the
target labels. In this study, binary cross-entropy is used as the
loss function. w denotes weights from the dense layer to the
output layer, and b is a bias term. Figure 2 depicts the CNN
procedure to classify an output as rumor or non-rumor.
Fig. 2. Convolutional Neural Network exploits the learned representation
which consists of both content and context to perform a final classification.
IV. PERFORMANCE STUDY
A. Dataset
We compiled the dataset developed by [4] and [30]. The data
were collected from two well-known rumor tracking websites,
namely snopes.com and emergent.info. The statistics
of dataset are presented in Table 1.
B. Model Configurations
To explore the best hyperparameters for the model, 10%
of total events were held out for model tuning. 5-fold cross
validation was used for the tuning process. We performed a
random search by sampling without replacement over 80%
of all possible configurations, since the whole configuration
space is too large. We searched for the best combination
of dropout rates, hidden layer size, and number of feature
TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DATASET
Statistics Twitter Dataset
No. of unique users 284,720
No. of tweets 615,495
No. of events 1,111
No. of rumor events 565
No. of non-rumor events 546
Avg no. of posts/event 554
Max no. of posts/event 9,640
Min no. of posts/event 1
maps. Specifically, the experimented hyperparameters include
dropout rates = [0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5], size of hidden layer Z =
[50, 75, 100], number of feature maps M = [32, 64, 128, 256],
and optimizer = [Adadelta, AdaGrad]. Some of the mentioned
values are based upon the recommendation of [32]. The best
configuration that we obtained includes the dropout rates of
0.3, hidden layer size of 50, feature maps number of 32, and
Adadelta as the optimizer [33]. The number of intervals and
number of maximum words per interval are empirically set to
50 and 2,500 respectively. All the training events are iterated
per epoch. The training process continues until loss value
converges or maximum epoch number is met.
The user embedding matrix of all authors in our dataset
must be prepared before the look up process. We retrieved
up to 3,200 historical tweets per user from their Twitter feed
(3,200 is the maximum number allowed for a retrieval). Given
the tweet IDs, we obtained the corresponding messages. Note
that, the time-stamp of historical tweets were after the corpus
tweets since we were unable to access each user’s Twitter feed
too far back in time.
C. Baselines
Our models are compared with the following approaches.
• DTC: Castillo et al. [8] used a Decision Trees Classifier
to assess credibility of a given set of tweets. The authors
analyzed and proposed a list of features discovered to
well classify a set of tweets.
• RFC-ext: Proposed by Kwon et al. [10], the model ap-
plied Random Forest Classifier to fit the temporal tweets
volume curve by examining three aspects of diffusion:
temporal, structural, and linguistic.
• SVM-TS: Ma et al. [12] proposed a linear SVM classi-
fication model that uses time-series structures to model
the variation of social context features which are based
on contents, users, and propagation patterns.
• RNN: The RNN model is implemented with tanh as an
activation function.
• GRU-2: Ma et al. [4] proposed a deep learning based
model which used two GRU hidden layers for classifi-
cation. The input layer is the embedding matrix learned
from the rumor dataset.
• CNN: The CNN model equipped with 2D Convolutional
filters and 2D max-pooling.
The neural network based models were implemented using
Keras, and the baselines were implemented with Weka.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We report the performance of all models with accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 scores. According to Table II, our
model gives the highest accuracy and F1 scores among all
models. First, we examine the conventional methods. Surpris-
ingly, results from RFC-ext and SVM-TS are relatively poorer
than DTC, which suggests that both models struggled to pick
up temporal information presented in the previous studies to
be an effective feature. The rules applied by DTC appears to
better cover traits necessary to discriminate between rumor and
non-rumor classes, as evidenced from the accuracy of 74.8%.
Among the neural network methods, all models with CNN
included (CNN and our model) have shown outstanding per-
formance. The fact that the CNN models performed better
indicates that there are local geometric patterns within an
interval that can discriminate an event as rumor or non-rumor,
which are detected by the CNN filters. Although GRU-2
has the capability of detecting information encoded by the
sequence of interval words, the order of tweets within an
interval do not help classify the event, and there may not
be long term dependencies between tweets within an interval.
A CNN however, looks at small sections of the interval for
local patterns. The fact that in our model, the CNN layer’s
performance was enhanced by piping the data first through the
LSTM + attention layer indicates that the LSTM + attention
layer are able to transform an interval into a representation
where discriminatory features that a CNN can be trained to
look for are easier for the CNN to learn.
Figure 3 presents a learning curve comparison of all neural
network based models. The plot shows accuracy value during
the training phase over the course of 250 epochs. It is observed
that our model can quickly learn as its corresponding graph
climbs to a training accuracy close to 1.0 before reaching 25
epochs and remains there. CNN model takes a longer time
to converge (at approximately the 100th epoch) with some
fluctuations at the beginning. Both RNN and GRU-2 fluctuate
heavily and do not surpass a training accuracy higher than
80% and 60% respectively. In fact, given that the dataset is
approximately balanced, the GRU-2 model; however, has a
final accuracy less than 50% which indicates that GRU-2 did
not learn much of anything.
A. Impact of Attention Mechanism
Next, we examine the impact of attention mechanism by
comparing our model against the CNN model. The major
difference between the two models is that, our model applies
attention at the word-level to generate a new hidden represen-
tation as an input to the following CNN layer; whereas, the
CNN model omits this step. The curves in Figure 3 reveal
that, as aforementioned, our model can converge faster with
much less fluctuations, which is due to the fact that the word-
level attention facilitates the model to focus on words useful
in rumor detection and ignore unrelated ones. The new hidden
TABLE II
CLASSIFICATION RESULTS (R: RUMOR, N: NON-RUMOR)
THE ACCURACY, PRECISION, RECALL, AND
F-1 SCORE OF DIFFERENT METHODS.
Method Class A(%) P(%) R(%) F(%)
DTC R 74.8 71.7 82.0 76.5N 78.9 67.6 72.8
RFC-ext R 66.2 65.0 70.3 67.5N 67.6 62.2 64.8
SVM-TS R 60.8 59.8 65.8 62.7N 62.0 55.9 58.8
RNN R 61.5 57.5 89.3 70.0N 73.8 31.3 44.0
GRU-2 R 75.0 80.7 65.1 72.0N 69.8 83.8 76.2
CNN R 80.5 81.6 77.7 79.6N 77.9 81.8 79.8
Our model R 82.0 85.0 76.7 80.6N 78.0 85.9 81.7
representation is more effective and enables layers down the
line to better discriminate traits between rumor vs non-rumor.
Fig. 3. Comparison of learning curves among neural network based models.
B. Impact of Context from Authors
To examine the impact of context from author toward
the model performance, we concatenate the user embeddings
to every content vector of the models: RNN, GRU-2, and
CNN. According to Table III, it is observed that incorporating
context from authors causes a performance improvement of
RNN model by significant margin (approximately 14% for
F1 scores). CNN precision, recall, and F1 scores did not
significantly change. For RNN and GRU-2, there is a trade
off where incorporating the user embedding causes an increase
in precision at the expense of recall, although the overall F1
score increases.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research, we propose an attention-based ensemble
deep neural architecture for automatic rumor detection on
Twitter. Our model takes the contents of microblog posts into
account, together with the context from word importance and
TABLE III
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCE BETWEEN
HAVING USER CONTEXT VS. NO CONTEXT
Method With User Context No User ContextP(%) R(%) F(%) P(%) R(%) F(%)
RNN 77.6 88.2 82.6 52.4 96.1 67.8
GRU-2 81.7 65.7 72.8 53.9 96.1 69.0
CNN 81.3 89.2 85.1 84.0 77.5 80.6
authors to enhance the classification performance. Extensive
experiments on a real-world dataset have demonstrated that
our proposed approach outperforms a range of competitive
baselines in the literature. The results reveal that, the word-
level attention mechanism facilitates the model to focus on
words that are useful in rumor detection and ignore those
unrelated. Besides, the local semantic features in the content
incorporated with user embeddings allows a vanilla dense
neural network layer to better discriminate between rumor
events and non-rumor events. In other words, combining tweet
content embeddings with corresponding author embeddings as
context has led to a higher accuracy.
As for the future work, we are interested in investigating
approaches that automatically and efficiently detect rumor at
the tweet-level. This way, the audiences will be alarmed much
sooner as soon as the rumor has started. The current approach
requires that sufficient amount of tweets must be aggregated
before determining if an event is a rumor or not. We are also
interested in developing approaches to handle a non-balanced
rumor dataset since it more reflects the real-world scenario.
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